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Abstract

North Macedonia‘s journey toward democratization and EU accession has faced significant 
political challenges, including constitutional changes. This study explores the media‘s role in 
shaping public discourse by examining the media framing of constitutional changes in North 
Macedonia The analysis focuses on a brief period of ongoing debates, utilizing mixed methods of 
content analysis. The study focused on the coverage of North Macedonia’s online media outlets 
from four major TV stations, analyzing a sample of 54 news pieces over 17 days.  By categorizing 
the news pieces into neutral, negative, and positive contexts, this article aims to illustrate how 
these media outlets informed the public about constitutional changes on a significant political 
momentum that could define North Macedonia‘s EU path. The findings showed that the media‘s 
focus on the Macedonian opposition‘s rhetoric overshadowed other viewpoints, making them 
seem less important. This influenced the debate around constitutional changes and shaped how 
people thought about the issue. Moreover, the study finds that the public discourse was highly 
polarized and divided into pro and con constitutional changes incited by politics and media. The 
study highlights the importance of promoting constructive discussion and encouraging diverse 
viewpoints, ensuring all opinions receive equal media coverage as a paradigm of a healthy society 
that advocates for democratic values.
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UNDERSTANDING PUBLIC DISCOURSE ON CONSTITUTIONAL 
CHANGES IN NORTH MACEDONIA 

North Macedonia has faced various political challenges in recent years as it strives for democ-
ratization and EU accession. These challenges include sensitive national issues such as name 
change and constitutional reforms, which require extensive efforts from all segments of society, 
particularly political parties, and media. 

North Macedonia faced obstacles in its journey towards EU accession, including a naming dis-
pute with Greece and a following veto on accession talks. Bulgaria later blocked the start of 
accession negotiations due to concerns over historical and linguistic disputes. The constitutional 
changes in North Macedonia occurred within a specific historical context marked by political 
challenges and aspirations for democratization and EU accession. The country‘s journey towards 
constitutional reform was influenced by the long-standing dispute with neighboring Greece over 
using the name „Macedonia“. This dispute, which lasted from 1991 to 2019, resulted in a Greek 
veto against EU and NATO accession talks (Bechev & Marusic, 2020). The issue was finally resolved 
in 2019, leading to the joining of NATO and formal approval of EU accession talks with North 
Macedonia and Albania by the EU in March 2020. However, another obstacle emerged when Bul-
garia blocked the official start of North Macedonia‘s EU accession negotiations in November 
2020 (Reuters, 2020). Bulgaria raised concerns regarding implementing the 2017 Friendship Trea-
ty (Ministry of Foreign Affairs, 2017), state-supported hate speech, and minority claims towards 
Bulgaria. Overcoming these challenges required the involvement of various stakeholders, includ-
ing the governments of North Macedonia and Bulgaria, as well as international mediators and 
EU officials. The constitutional changes were seen as a crucial step towards addressing these 
concerns and moving forward toward EU accession (EC, 2023).

However, in June 2022, Bulgaria lifted its veto, allowing negotiations to begin (Marusic, 2022). 
To progress further, North Macedonia must amend its constitution to include the local Bulgarian 
population and address opposition from Bulgaria. In the current situation, North Macedonia is 
facing the challenge of implementing constitutional changes that involve the inclusion of ethnic 
Bulgarians, along with other minority groups, in its constitution.

In April 2023 the government formed a working group with 10 representatives from the presi-
dent’s cabinet, the Secretariat for European Affairs and the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, and exter-
nal legal and constitutional experts. This group proposed a set of changes that were submitted 
on May 2023 to the Government and presented to the Parliament. The suggested amendments 
included six additional ethnic communities—Bulgarian, Croatian, Montenegrin, Slovenian, Jew-
ish, and Egyptian—in the Constitution‘s Preamble and two articles (Taylor, 2023).

As of the time this research was conducted in May - June, the situation in North Macedo-
nia regarding the constitutional changes was characterized by opposition from multiple fronts. 
Macedonian opposition has disagreed with the proposed amendments, raising concerns about 
the potential impact on the country‘s identity and national unity. They argue that altering the 
constitution could undermine the Macedonian heritage and weaken the Macedonian character 
of the state (Marusic, 2023). On the other hand, the Albanian opposition sought to ensure ade-
quate representation of the ethnic Albanian population. They demand that the ‘20 percent’ be 
replaced with an Albanian language specifically representing ethnic Albanians in the constitution 
(Euronews, 2023).
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This complex issue has generated political tensions and sparked debates about the balance 
between preserving national identity and fostering inclusivity within the country (A1on, 2023). 
The media discourse surrounding the constitutional changes in North Macedonia has been heavily 
concentrated within the Macedonian opposition, often overshadowing a healthy public debate 
that would thoroughly examine and clarify all aspects of the reforms (Trajanoski et. al, 2023). 
Additionally, the differing positions of the opposition and position highlight the complexities 
involved in achieving consensus on constitutional changes and the need for a delicate and 
inclusive approach to address the concerns of all actors. 

The subject of this analysis is the media coverage of constitutional changes in North Macedonia. 
It examines how different media outlets report on this issue, the framing of perspectives for 
and against the changes, and the influence of this coverage on public discourse. The analysis 
also considers the implications of agenda-setting theory in shaping public opinion and political 
rhetoric surrounding the constitutional changes. 

The unit of analysis in this study are news pieces from online media outlets of four major 
national TV stations in North Macedonia: TV Sitel, Kanal 5, Alsat M, and TV 21. Each news piece is 
examined for its content, framing, and perspective on the constitutional changes, as well as the 
space allocated to different viewpoints. The monitoring length was for 17 days to understand the 
frequency and narrative imposed on the public regarding the constitutional changes.

This examination aims to shed light on the relationship between media, public opinion, and 
democratic processes, contributing to a deeper understanding of the sensitive challenges North 
Macedonia faces.

THEORETICAL PERSPECTIVE 

In the realm of democratic societies, the media plays a pivotal role in shaping public opinion, 
influencing political discourse, and setting the agenda for public discussion. Through the selective 
presentation and framing of news, the media can shape what the public thinks about and focuses 
on (McCombs & Shaw, 1972). Repeated media exposure to certain issues can elevate their impor-
tance in the public‘s mind and guide collective attention toward those issues. This, in turn, can 
affect public perceptions, policy discussions, and even voting behavior (Bishop, 1999).  Agenda-set-
ting theory posits that the media can determine the salience and prominence of particular issues 
or topics within the public sphere as McCombs (2004) notices. Understanding how media coverage 
impacts public perception is crucial, particularly in the context of significant political events or 
sensitive issues (McCombs & Reynolds, 2009). The exploration of how the prioritization of certain is-
sues shapes the broader political agenda and influences decision-making can be traced and analyz-
ed (Green-Pedersen & Walgrave, 2014). According to Rosler (2017), McCombs and Shaw determine 
the degree to which the media sways public opinion, by comparing the salience of issues in news 
content with the public‘s perceptions. Public opinion feeds off the media, which informs the public 
through an ongoing process of interaction, whereas this somehow informed public opinion, in turn, 
influences political decisions and policies, thereby impacting the country‘s progress (Fuga, 2017). 
Applying this theory to the case of constitutional changes in North Macedonia, we can investigate 
how the media shaped the agenda surrounding this issue by analyzing the news coverage from var-
ious media outlets. This involves examining the emphasis placed on perspectives both supporting 
and opposing the constitutional changes, the amount of space allocated to each viewpoint, and 
how certain viewpoints were marginalized or silenced.
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METHODOLOGY

The methodology of this study involved a content analysis of media coverage from four major 
North Macedonian online media outlets of national TV stations: TV Sitel, Kanal 5, Alsat M, and 
TV 21-MK. These online websites of TV stations were chosen for monitoring based on the report 
from the Agency for Audio and Audiovisual Media Services of North Macedonia, which highlight-
ed viewer preferences from April to June 2023. According to the report, Sitel TV and Kanal 5 were 
the top-ranked Macedonian-language national TV channels, while Alsat M and TV 21 were the 
most viewed by Albanian citizens, with Alsat M being the leading national TV channel and TV 21 
the top-ranked nationwide TV channel via satellite or cable (AVMU, 2023, p.58).

Over 17 days, from May 27, 2023, until June 12, 2023, the frequency and framing of news re-
lated to the constitutional changes were monitored. This included analyzing the number of news 
pieces focused on the issue and the prominence given to various perspectives. The study also 
incorporated qualitative analysis by examining how the media coverage aligned with agenda-set-
ting principles, focusing on how the narrative of nationalist rhetoric influenced public discourse 
and potentially suppressed alternative viewpoints. 

Simultaneously, through desk research existing opinion polls of North Macedonian citizens 
conducted after the monitoring period were analyzed to assess their perspectives on constitu-
tional changes.

Through data collection, in total, 54 news pieces were analyzed by searching with the key-
words ‚constitutional changes‘ and ‚20 percent‘ in Macedonian and Albanian languages within 
the predetermined timeframe. For this analysis, three categories (negative, neutral, and positive) 
were used, to review how the media swayed the public discourse regarding the constitutional 
changes. It is important to note that assigning these categories to the news pieces—positive, 
negative, or neutral—does not imply that the media covered the story in a biased manner. Rather, 
it reflects the amount of attention to which media outlets provided space for various actors to 
express their perspectives on the issue of constitutional changes, whether it was negative, neu-
tral, or positive about the constitutional changes. News pieces were assigned a negative context 
if they predominantly reflected a negative point of view on the constitutional changes, especially 
when such perspectives were mainly expressed by the Macedonian opposition. The neutral cate-
gory was assigned to news pieces that merely informed about the process and procedures of the 
constitutional changes in the parliament and government at the national level. News pieces were 
assigned a positive context if they predominantly reflected a favorable view of the constitutional 
changes and the path to EU integration. This category included activities and statements from 
the government advocating for the changes, as well as statements from international figures 
such as the U.S. Ambassador to North Macedonia, Angela P. Aggeler and former U.S. Ambassador 
to North Macedonia Jess L. Baily. 

FINDINGS AND RESULTS

The following section presents the findings from the analysis of media coverage regarding the 
proposed constitutional changes in North Macedonia. This analysis encompasses a total of 54 
news pieces gathered from the online media platforms of four major TV stations, covering the 
period from May 27 to June 12, 2023. By categorizing the coverage into neutral, negative, and 
positive contexts, this article aims to illustrate how these media outlets shaped public discourse 
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around the constitutional amendments. In this context, it can be confirmed that the TV 21 on-
line platform generated more news on the issue of constitutional changes during this period. 
The table below presents the number of news pieces in percent produced by each media outlet. 
The two media outlets from the Macedonian-language TV stations were aligned in this regard, 
producing the same number of articles (see Table 1). 

From the quantitative analysis of the news pieces during this period, it is evident that media 
outlets from Albanian TV stations (TV Alsat M and TV 21) produced more positive news regarding 
the constitutional changes. Examples include: ‚Former US Ambassador in Skopje: Constitutional 
changes are a solution for the EU‘ (TV 21, June 9, 2023), and ‚Ageler: The constitutional changes 
should pass by the end of the year‘ (TV Alsat M, May 28, 2023). Both of these interviews appeared 
on each of the Albanian media outlets monitored in this research. However, these pieces were 
absent from the Macedonian-language media (TV Sitel and TV Kanal 5), where coverage predomi-
nantly featured statements and news from the opposition leader Kristijan Mickoski and his party 
VMRO-DPMNE, as well as on arguments between the Macedonian party in governemt (SDSM) and 
the Macedonian opposition. For instance, ‚Mickoski: Without the two conditions delivered by 
VMRO-DPMNE, there will be no constitutional changes‘ (TV Kanal 5, June 8, 2023) and ‚VMRO-DP-
MNE: We will not accept constitutional changes according to Bulgarian dictation‘ (June 12, 2023).

In the instance of producing news about constitutional changes, in higher percent (42.8 - TV 
Sitel and 35.7 – Kanal 5) these outlets produce negative viewpoints for constitutional changes in 
North Macedonia. 

Наоди и резултати 
Во следниов дел се содржани наодите од анализата на медиумското покривање во врска со 
предложените уставни измени во Северна Македонија. Анализата опфаќа вкупно 54 
прилози, кои беа преземени од онлајн медиумските платформи на четирите големи ТВ-
станици за периодот 27 мај – 12 јуни 2023 година. Категоризирајќи ја покриеноста како 
неутрална, негативна и позитивна, овој текст има за цел да покаже како овие медиуми го 
обликуваа јавниот дискурс во однос на уставните измени. Во овој контекст, можеме да 
потврдиме дека онлајн-платформата на ТВ 21 во овој период генерираше повеќе вести за 
прашањето за уставните измени. Табелата подолу го прикажува бројот на вести, во 
проценти, продуцирани од секој медиум. Двата медиуми од телевизиските станици на 
македонски јазик беа воедначени во оваа смисла, т.е. објавија ист број на прилози (види 
Табела 1). 

 
 

Од квантитативната анализа на вестите во овој период, евидентно е дека медиумите од 
албанските телевизии (ТВ Алсат М и ТВ 21) продуцираа повеќе позитивни вести во однос 
на уставните измени. Примерите за ова се следниве: „Поранешен амбасадор на САД во 
Скопје: Уставните измени се решение за ЕУ“ (ТВ 21, 9 јуни 2023 година) и „Агелер: 
Уставните измени треба да се донесат до крајот на годината“ (ТВ Алсат М, 28 мај 2023 
година). Овие две интервјуа се емитуваа на секој од албанските медиуми кои беа опфатени 
со ова истражување. Сепак, овие прилози изостанаа од медиумите на македонски јазик (ТВ 
Сител и ТВ Канал 5), каде што претежно беа емитувани изјави и вести од лидерот на 
опозицијата Кристијан Мицкоски и неговата партија ВМРО-ДПМНЕ, како и вести во врска 
со расправиите меѓу македонската партија во владата (СДСМ) и македонската опозиција. 
На пример: „Мицкоски: Без двата услова од ВМРО-ДПМНЕ, нема да има уставни измени“ 
(ТВ Канал 5, 8 јуни 2023) и „ВМРО-ДПМНЕ: Нема да прифатиме уставни измени под 
бугарски диктат“ (12 јуни 2023 година). 
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Во однос на продуцирањето вести за уставните измени, овие медиуми во поголем процент 
(42,8 – ТВ Сител и 35,7 – Канал 5) продуцираа негативни ставови во врска со уставните 
измени во Северна Македонија. 

Може да заклучиме дека за време на наведениот период, онлајн-медиумот на ТВ 21 
продуцираше висок процент на позитивни содржини за уставните измени (56,2 проценти) 
и мал дел негативни содржини (18,7 проценти) (види Табела 2). 

Сепак, оваа студија не го опфаќа целото времетраење на дискусијата за уставните измени 
во Северна Македонија. Затоа е потребно да се направи посеопфатно истражување за да 
може точно да се утврди до колкав степен овие медиуми овозможија простор за разните 
гледишта и ставови и колку успеаја да го поколебаат јавното мислење во однос на уставните 
измени. 

За целите на ова истражување беа анализирани четири медиуми, така што на нивните веб-
страници пребарувавме за две клучни теми: „уставни измени“ и „20 проценти“, и тоа на 
македонски и на албански јазик. Резултатите посочија дека македонските медиуми не 
известуваа за барањето за „20 проценти“ кое потекнува од албанската опозиција. Наспроти 
ова, албанските медиуми се осврнаа на ова прашање, и тоа со 10 % од вкупниот број прилози 
за уставните измени во овој период кои беа емитувани од ТВ Алсат, и 12,5 % од ТВ 21 (види 
Табела 3). Во овој случај, можеме со сигурност да констатираме дека напорите на 
македонските медиуми да ги маргинализираат или да ги замолчат разните ставови во однос 
на темата може ѝ да се припише на теоријата за поставување агенда. Оваа теорија нагласува 
на каков начин медиумското покривање им дава приоритет на одредени прашања, а 
истовремено ја намалува важноста на други прашања, што доведува до тоа да не им се 
посветува доволно внимание на различните перспективи, особено преку влијание на 
јавниот дискурс за одредена тема. 
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We can conclude that, during the given period, the online media of TV 21 station produced a 
high proportion of positive content about the constitutional changes (56.2 percent) and a low 
proportion of negative content (18.7 percent) (see Table 2).

However, this study does not cover the entire duration of the discussion on constitutional 
changes in North Macedonia. Therefore, more comprehensive research is needed to accurately 
determine the extent to which these media outlets provided space for various viewpoints and 
swayed public opinion on constitutional changes.

For this research, four media outlets were analyzed by searching their websites for two key 
topics: ‚Constitutional Changes‘ and ‚20 percent,‘ in both Macedonian and Albanian languag-
es. The results revealed that the Macedonian media provided no coverage of the ‘20 percent’ 
requirement by the Albanian opposition. In contrast, the Albanian media addressed this issue, 
accounting for 10% of the total number of articles on constitutional changes during this pe-
riod for TV Alsat and 12.5% for TV21 (see Table 3). In this case, we can confidently assert that 
the Macedonian media‘s effort to marginalize or silence the topic from different points of view 
can be attributed to agenda-setting theory. This theory emphasizes how the media‘s coverage 
prioritizes certain issues while diminishing the prominence of others, leading to a lack of at-
tention to diverse perspectives by influencing and swaying public discourse on a specific topic.

However, four media outlets were subjected to content analysis, revealing a striking pattern: 
daily, two pieces from these outlets were found to specifically focus on the Macedonian opposi-
tion party VMRO-DPMNE and its arguments against the constitutional changes (See Apendix 1). 

‘The government doesn‘t seem to have any plan or talk about it. On the other hand, we have a 
prime minister who has been blackmailed. We have a prime minister who is being held hostage by 
a DUI, and they are the real bosses in the government, crime bosses and masters of other people‘s 
destinies’, Mickoski added (TV Sitel, 09.06.2023). 

This rhetoric of mutual blame has characterized the entire period of public discourse on consti-
tutional changes, diverting the audience‘s focus from the main aspects and essential information 
regarding the changes. Simultaneously, it has incited divisions by encouraging the public to take 
sides, either in support of or against them. This polarization of public discourse has obstructed 
the inclusion of diverse viewpoints and well-informed decision-making.

.  

 

Четири медиуми беа дополнително предмет на анализа на содржината, и притоа беше 
констатирана мошне впечатлива шема: секој ден два, од овие медиуми конкретно се 
фокусираа врз македонската опозициска партија ВМРО-ДПМНЕ и врз нејзините аргументи 
против уставните измени (види Додаток 1). 

„Се чини дека Владата нема никаков план или не зборува за тоа. Од друга страна, 
имаме премиер кој е уценет. Имаме премиер кој е држен во заложништво од ДУИ, а тие се 
вистинските газди во владата, газди на криминалот и господари на туѓите судбини“, додаде 
Мицкоски (ТВ Сител, 9 јуни 2023). 

Оваа реторика на меѓусебно обвинување беше карактеристична за целиот период на јавен 
дискурс за уставните измени и таа го одвлекуваше вниманието на јавноста од главните 
аспекти и од суштинските информации за промените. Истовремено, таа поттикна и поделби 
затоа што ја охрабруваше јавноста да заземе страна, т.е. поддршка на измените или против 
нив. Ваквата поларизација на јавниот дискурс оневозможи да бидат слушнати различни 
гледишта и го попречи информираното одлучување. 

Силното противење на измените од страна на македонската опозиција привлече значително 
медиумско внимание, што доведе до поларизиран наратив којшто доминантно се 
фокусираше врз нивната критика и загриженост, поттикнувајќи на тој начин јавно 
негодување против Бугарија: „ВМРО-ДПМНЕ: Нема да прифатиме уставни амандмани под 
бугарски диктат“ , (Канал 5, 2023). Акцентот што медиумите го ставаа врз ситуацијата на 
опозицијата би можел да придонесе кон пристрасно прикажување на реформите, 
потенцијално ограничувајќи го на тој начин разбирањето кај јавноста за тоа кои се 
пошироките импликации и потенцијалните придобивки од промените. 

Теоријата за поставување агенда воведена од McCombs и Shaw (1972) го смени фокусот на 
истражувањето за влијанието на медиумите од тоа да им се кажува на луѓето што да мислат 
кон влијание врз она што го мислат. Оваа перспектива ја истакнува моќта на медиумите во 
обликувањето на јавниот дискурс и во поставувањето на агендата за дискусии во 
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The Macedonian opposition‘s strong opposition to the changes has garnered significant media 
attention, leading to a polarized narrative that predominantly focuses on their criticisms and 
concerns, inciting public hatred against Bulgaria: ‘VMRO-DPMNE: We will not accept constitu-
tional amendments according to Bulgarian dictation’, (Kanal 5, 2023). The media‘s emphasis on 
the opposition‘s situation can contribute to a biased representation of the reforms, potential-
ly limiting the public‘s understanding of the broader implications and potential benefits of the 
changes.

The agenda-setting theory introduced by McCombs and Shaw (1972) shifted the focus of media 
effects research from telling people what to think to influence what they think about. This per-
spective highlights the power of the media in shaping public discourse and setting the agenda for 
societal discussions. The media coverage for the Macedonian opposition aligns with agenda-set-
ting theory as it strategically emphasizes nationalist rhetoric and amplifies their narrative for a 
sensitive issue that the country faces, such as Constitutional Changes for opening the path to EU 
accession. For example: ‘Mickoski: Government without DUI, and the constitutional amendments 
should be effective when Macedonia becomes a member of the EU’ (TV 21-Mk, 2023). With this 
statement, VMRO-DPMNE alludes that as the biggest Albanian political party in government, DUI, 
has no right to decide for the Macedonian national interest and North Macedonia’s path. Their 
actions contribute to the incitement of divisions, fueling inter-ethnic hatred and exacerbating 
impatience among the population. By emphasizing the perceived threats to national identity 
and sovereignty posed by the constitutional changes, the opposition aimed to rally support and 
mobilize the population against the reforms. Exploiting nationalist sentiments can further polar-
ize public opinion and fuel societal divisions. The media‘s strategic use of nationalist discourse 
serves to solidify their political standing and garner public sympathy, potentially overshadowing 
a more nuanced and constructive discussion. 

From the quantitative analysis we saw that Macedonian language media provided more space 
for this narrative (see Table 1), whereas, through repeated coverage and selective reporting, the 
opposition media sets the agenda by focusing on nationalist rhetoric, stirring emotions, and 
framing the changes as threatening national identity. By doing so, they effectively set the agenda 
for public discussion, steering the attention and priorities of the audience toward their preferred 
narrative. This agenda-setting process influences the issues that receive the most attention, 
overshadowing alternative perspectives. The opinion poll conducted on December 2023, showed 
that only 24% of those surveyed participants agree to meet the commitment if it means continu-
ing the integration process by changing the Constitution to include the Bulgarian minority group 
(Velinovska, 2023). In this analysis, only 14% of Macedonians and 49% of Albanian citizens believe 
that constitutional changes are necessary for North Macedonia‘s accession to the European Un-
ion. From a political party affiliation perspective, a significant percentage of respondents who 
identify with SDSM (61%) and DUI (62%) support the implementation of constitutional changes, 
compared to only 7% of respondents affiliated with VMRO-DPMNE. This substantial difference in 
perception aligns with the beliefs associated with their political party affiliations. These results 
indicate a highly polarized society with differing viewpoints, where public discourse is influenced 
by political parties and their respective media outlets. The study on public opinion conducted in 
December 2023 closely correlates with this focused study conducted in May-June 2023 on con-
stitutional changes, illustrating the media‘s impact on public discourse by prioritizing topics and 
influencing how the public thinks about an issue.
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DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

It is important to critically analyze the motives behind media narratives and promote a bal-
anced and informed discourse that encourages a comprehensive understanding of the issues. 
Moreover, fostering an environment that encourages open and inclusive dialogue is essential, 
enabling different viewpoints on the issue and their implications for the country. 

In conclusion, agenda-setting has played a significant role in shaping the media coverage 
of the constitutional changes in North Macedonia. The media, as a powerful force in shaping 
public opinion, has the ability to influence the salience and prominence of certain issues. In 
this case, the Macedonian opposition has strategically capitalized on nationalist sentiments 
to rally support and gain political leverage. Media outlets by amplifying their narrative and 
framing the constitutional changes as a threat to national identity, have set the agenda 
for public discourse, overshadowing alternative perspectives and limiting constructive dis-
cussion. This manipulation of media coverage aligns with the principles of agenda-setting 
theory. It is crucial to critically analyze media narratives, promote balanced and informed 
discourse, and encourage a comprehensive understanding of the constitutional changes to 
ensure an inclusive democratic society in North Macedonia. By doing so, a more diverse and 
informed public dialogue can be fostered, ultimately contributing to the democratic pro-
cesses and societal progress in North Macedonia.

During constitutional changes, media coverage becomes even more significant as it can shape 
the narrative, mobilize support, and create an encouraging environment for a healthy public 
debate with a well-informed public. However, it is crucial to critically evaluate the media‘s role 
in sensitive national issues, ensuring that a diverse range of voices and perspectives are repre-
sented. By promoting balanced and informed media coverage, societies can foster a more inclu-
sive and constructive dialogue, facilitating a deeper understanding and engagement with the 
complexities of constitutional changes. The media‘s responsibility to provide accurate, fair, and 
comprehensive coverage is vital to upholding democratic principles and facilitating the progress 
of societies towards democratization. 

“The smart way to keep people passive and obedient is to strictly limit the spectrum of 
acceptable opinion, but allow very lively debate within that spectrum - even encourage the 
more critical and dissident views”. Naom Chomsky

LIMITATIONS AND DIRECTION FOR FUTURE RESEARCH

Despite providing valuable insights, this study has several limitations that need to be addressed in 
future research. Firstly, the analysis covers a limited timeframe and does not capture the entire dura-
tion of the discussion on constitutional changes. As such, it may not fully represent the evolving media 
landscape and public opinion over a longer period. Therefore, longitudinal research needs to be con-
sidered to reflect the overall landscape of media and public discourse on the constitutional changes in 
North Macedonia. Additionally, this study focuses on a select number of media outlets, which may not 
encompass the full diversity of media perspectives in the country. Future research should extend the 
analysis to a broader range of media sources and a longer timeframe to gain a more comprehensive 
understanding of media influence. Incorporating additional methods of discursive analysis could pro-
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vide deeper insights into the narrative and rhetoric surrounding the constitutional changes. Finally, 
conducting an opinion poll on constitutional changes and nationalist sentiments among the citizens 
of North Macedonia could offer a more holistic view of the media influence, political discourse, and its 
effects on decision-making and voting behavior. 
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